Planning and Leading Engaging Virtual Learning Programs: 3-part Virtual Workshop Series

Great Virtual Learning Programs—Essential Building Blocks
- Practical model for getting great results from virtual learning sessions
- Why prework is essential and how to make it compelling
- How to motivate participants to become invested in their own learning
- Why a “blended” approach is essential

Guidelines for Success - Planning and Designing Engaging Virtual Learning Programs
- Best practices design principles for virtual learning
- Blending async (any time) and sync (real-time) participation
- Choosing the best combination of tools to get the job done
- Building in opportunities to multitask on task
- Reflecting demographic, cultural differences

Keeping Participants Engaged and Focused to Make Learning Stick
- Understand triggers for disengagement, and who’s really responsible
- Learning and demonstrating techniques for drawing people into the conversation
- Knowing how and when to stimulate interaction (and how to stop it)
- Practice using winning interventions in real-life situations

Instructor-led sessions with experts applying best practices approaches to real-life scenarios
Participation via phone and web conference, both async and synch
Engaging, interactive conversations with small groups of participants – action learning by brainstorming, problem-solving, listening, sharing
Rich reference guide with dozens of practical tips and ideas to put into immediate practice
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